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In our last newsletter we reported on an important new contact, the
Langa Early Child Development Forum, an initiative involving 8,000 pre-
school children in 34 facilities, including the six pre-schools currently
being helped by LTPT. Responding to their pandemic appeal for helpwe
were able to make two grants totalling £1,250. We are delighted to be
able to report further that we were able last month to release a further
£1,000 made possible by a dedicated gift of £1,000 by Enchanted
Spaces. This firm in Los Angeles manufactures flameless candles and
solar lights.

The critically important use of this gift is described by JeanMpati, Chair
of the Langa Early Child Development Forumwho writes:

‘I would like to thank you and the LTPT for thewonderful work you have
been doing for Langa preschools. We all know that we are not part of
the project initially but because of the passion you have for the children
of Langa, you shared what you have for us all. We wish you and your
team blessings from above.

‘We managed to get sanitisers at a lesser price, each of the 34 centres
received a 5 litre bottle and 2 Bio sprays. Wemanaged to get vegetables
for 28 centres, that is excluding the centres that are already LTPT
beneficiaries. We really appreciate everything you do for us.’

Gift from US company Enchanted Spaces enables LTPT to extend grants
to Langa Early Child Development Forum for a further 28 pre-schools

Enchanted Spaces

Jean Mpati, Chair of Langa
Early Child Development Forum

Joseph, owner of 'Enchanted
Spaces', Christopher, and
their adopted children, Roman,
Isabella, and Corvin
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News from Langa Early Years
Development Forum
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Finances – Looking Ahead

The current projected Income for 2020/21 is
£14,600 and the expenditures is £11,500.

This will be fully reported in the May issue of
the Newsletter.

As indicated earlier, because of the pandemic
the Trust has been unable to mount its
annual events programme in 2020/21. This
means that the planned profit of £8,000,
intended to support the continuing
improvement of the infrastructure will not
have been achieved.

The Board decided that it was essential to
continue to support the fixed costs of the
Nomonde Educare initiative and that work to
improve the Nomonde playground, intended
to be completed by March 2021, would have
to be delayed. Two scenarios were
considered for planning purposes and,
happily, it looks as if the better case scenario
will be achieved by the end of March. We are
considering how the playground can be
developed in several self-financing stages.

Report and Accounts
2019/2020
Following the annual independent
examination, these have been presented to
the Charity Commission in due time. The
key numbers compared with 18/19 were
Income £38,117 (£34,569)
Expenditure £39,650 (£31,761)
Bank balance 31/3/20

£2,157 (£3,690)
On the Income side:
Regular donations £4,625
Special donations £17,936
Events £12,282
Gift Aid £3,178
Other £96
On the Spending side:
Nomonde Office and support for
six pre-schools £9309
Buildings, infrastructure and
maintenance at Nomonde

£22,938
LTPT Events £6,826
Miscellaneous £577

This latest full Report and Accounts are available on the website www.langapreschooltrust.uk

The 2020 Christmas Card
Around 750 of the LTPT 2020 Christmas cards were sold, arising
from which there was a contribu�on of £300 to funds.
Addi�onally, the distribu�on of the card with its messages of
goodwill led to dona�ons, including gi� aid, of £1,888 over the
Christmas period. Thanks to those who supported this.


